Porn Literacy Resources

Center for Community Solutions:
- Porn Literacy Handout

Articles:
- Kids Need Porn Literacy
- This Quaker Sex Ed Teacher Says Your Kids Need to Be Porn-Literate
- What Teenagers are Learning from Online Porn

Lesson Plans:
- Porn, What You Should Know (from The Practical Guide to Love, Sex, and Relationships)
- Sex, the Media, and Pornography in Sex and Relationships Education: A Starting Point Resource for Teachers
- Teaching and Learning Activities for Addressing Concerns about Pornography in Health Education

Boston University School of Public Health -- developed a porn literacy curriculum from a violence prevention framework:
- NSVRC Podcast
- A trend analysis of U.S. adolescents’ intentional pornography exposure on the internet, 2000-2010
- A Pornography Literacy Program for Adolescents
- A Pornography Literacy Class for Youth: Results of a Feasibility and Efficacy Pilot Study
- Trainings and curriculum

Additional:
- Let’s Talk About Porn – Tips for Teachers
- Keep It Real Online
- Key Messages About Porn
- Amaze Video on Fact vs Fiction
- Questions to Consider About Porn
- Give the Talk
• Resources for Continued Learning About Addressing Porn in Sex Education